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"When Ande Balazs encounter you set out to feel foolish for ever reasoning there was a separation

between jazz, rock , and blues."-Hartford Advocate 9 MP3 Songs BLUES: Soft Blues, Sway Folk Rock

Bipolar Jukebox Songs Details: Andre Balazs is a singer/songwriter/pianist and has been performing

professionally for fifteen years. He deliberate classical piano as a child with Sanda Schuldman and Dr.

Peter Pertis (Hart School). Andre began his composition training with Tibor Pusztai (at the time - the

Resident composer and Associate conductor for the Hartford Symphony). Jazz studies began formally

with Hankus Nestky and Ran Blake at the New England Conservatory in Boston. Balazs worked for two

years for the Hartford Ballet School as an accompanist. He worked under Peggy Lyman (a former

member of Martha Graham's dance troupe) as an accompanist for her Graham technique classes. In

addition, Andre accompanied Modern and Ballet classes at Trinity College for two years. Balazs was also

a founding member and resident composer of Royal Jelly dance ensemble with Kristen Chun in

Somerville Mass. While studying jazz piano with Joanne Brakeen and Laszlo Gordony Andre began

performing daily in the subway (busking) in addition to gigging extensively in clubs all over Boston. The

subway and Harvard square performances however remains to this day the real songwriting classroom

for Andre. Music without a stage - playing for gratuities - playing because that is what one does. The raw

reality of the urban subways and streets helped give Andre a deep insight into the ugly, the beauty, and

wonder of the human nature. This has become an essential component to Balazs' writing. Andre Balazs

has taught privately for the last five years and performs regularly alone, and with his band Bipolar

Jukebox. For more information, music, and upcoming shows check out his website bipolarjukebox.com.
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